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violence in war and peace

A peace movement took hold in Los Angeles during the most deadly and destructive rebellion in American history. The uprising was a reaction to systematic injustice rather than a direct response to

los angeles had a chance to build a better city after the medicine king reigned in 1992. here’s why it failed

There has not been such a severe escalation of violence in the region since the Israeli-Gaza war in 2014. Here’s a look at why it’s happening.

why is violence flaring up in israel and gaza?

CONGRESSWOMAN Rashida Tlaib confirmed Joe Biden over Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s “wars crimes in Gaza” as protests erupted during the president’s visit to Michigan. Rep. Tlaib,

rep rashida tlaib confronts biden in michigan over ‘netanyahu’s war crimes in gaza’ as protests erupt over his visit

At rallies in Boston and in hampshire across the region, many prayed President for a peaceful resolution to the escalating violence in Israel.

surge in israeli-palestinian violence prompts concern, calls for peace from new england

The eruption of violence in Gaza prompted demonstrations around the world last weekend, with many condemning Israel’s air strikes while others protested the rockets fired by Hamas and in support of

against backdrop of gaza violence, israel’s jews and arabs join forces for peace

Ethiopia has delayed a critical general election that was to be held on June 5 and stands as a critical test for Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed and the hopes for democracy in Africa’s second-largest

ethiopia delays pivotal election amid ethnic violence, tigray war

Hollywood celebrities have rent out movie theaters to support the documentary film, “Chicago: America’s Hidden War,” produced and produced by a pastor.

chicago: america’s hidden war, a sobering pastor-led documentary revealing violence happening in the country, now showing

denis mukwege, a doctor and Nobel Prize laureate from the Democratic Republic of the Congo, has said he is “alarmed” by reports of sexual violence and conflict in war zones.

khalilzad in kabul amid rise in violence, uncertain peace process

Khalilzad arrived in Kabul amid reports of rise in violence in parts of the war-shattered country with no signs of progress in the peace process. Afghan officials

confirmed the Taliban attacks in Afghanistan. The US military has confirmed at least 15 civilians were killed in the strike.

u.s. forces begin withdrawing from afghanistan, a nation torn by war, poverty and anxiety


war, women, and power

UNITED NATIONS (AP) — Nobel Peace Prize laureate Dr. Denis Mukwege warned Wednesday that the scourage of sexual violence and rape in all conflicts is now “a real pandemic” and without

nobel doctor calls sexual violence in conflict a ‘pandemic’

At 12:30, the original Julia Louis-Dreyfus proclamation for peace will be read. At 1:30, victims of police abuse, war, domestic abuse, LGBTQIA+ hatred, school shootings, random gunshots, racial hatred

stand against violence by standing together for peace may 8

Khalilzad arrived in Kabul amid reports of rise in violence in parts of the war-shattered country with no signs of progress in the peace process. Afghan officials

khalilzad in kabul amid rise in violence, uncertain peace process

The Presidency on Friday vowed to do all within its powers to end the cycle of violence and restore peace and stability nationwide. This assurance came at the end of a

the presidency on friday vowed to do all within its powers to end the cycle of violence and restore peace and stability nationwide. this assurance came at the end of a

afghan cease-fire ends amid calls for fresh peace talks

A three-day cease-fire marked by violent attacks claimed mostly by the Islamic State group has ended in Afghanistan amid calls for renewed peace talks

israel and benjamin netanyahu’s war on palestine

Israeli leader’s popularity will undoubtedly rise among citizens as a result of the escalation with Gaza, analysts say.

gaza’s only catholic priest calls israel-gaza violence ‘extremely serious’

The eruption of violence in Gaza prompted demonstrations around the world last weekend, with many condemning Israel’s air strikes while others protested the rockets fired by Hamas and in support of

let the final days of the war be a grim reminder to all Sri Lankans that we have an obligation to uphold ideals of freedom, equality and justice for all our brothers and sisters and that violence in

what indiana leaders, groups are saying about latest wave of israeli-palestinian violence

Here’s what Indiana leaders and groups are saying about the ongoing Israeli-Palestinian violence. The fighting is the most intense since 2014.

two strong ambassador hopes to bring peace to ethiopia

The 56-year-old Church leader issued a reflection on the causes of the current conflict, which has claimed more than 200 lives.

israel-gaza conflict: patriarch pizzaballa urges catholics to pray for peace and justice

It can be agreed that the Sheikh Jarrah issue came at the perfect moment for Benjamin Netanyahu,” Palestine Liberation Organization’s Faisal Aranki said, as Israeli opposition leader Yair Lapid, also

israel and palestinians see election schemes fuelling the latest gaza war

Ethiopian Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed is making a fresh bid for peace in the conflict with Eritrea, which has drawn international attention.

who’s winning and who’s losing: report on israel’s war against gaza

Israel has achieved some strategic gains, but the conflict remains unresolved. On the ground, the situation is tense and dangerous. Israelis are feeling vulnerable, and Palestinians feel

report on israel’s war against gaza

The Gush Shalom peace movement’s annual report on the situation in the occupied territories. The report is written by a team of experts and activists, including

a tough scots ambassador hopes to bring peace to ethiopia

The 56-year-old Church leader issued a reflection on the causes of the current conflict, which has claimed more than 200 lives.

Israel and Hamas are struggling to find a way out of the current conflict, which has claimed more than 200 lives. The death toll has risen to more than 2,000 in the latest round of fighting.

the latest: israeli jets launch heavy airstrikes in gaza city

The latest attempts to negotiate a ceasefire have failed, with both sides refusing to give ground.
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